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Abstract

Transport jars from the Mycenaean citadel of Tiryns, a coastal centre in the Bronze Age, were 
analysed in a macroscopic and petrographic study. Over 400 vessels and vessel fragments, 
mostly Transport Stirrup Jars (TSJs) and Canaanite jars, were recorded; around a quarter of 
them were selected for analysis. The vessels derive from both the upper and lower citadel, with 
a few from the lower town. Their chronological span ranges from Late Helladic (LH) IIIB1 to 
LH IIIC Developed (ca 1300�1070 BC) but the bulk of the material dates to LH IIIB2 (ca 1200 
BC《╇やandやcomesやfromやdumpsやderivedやfromやtheやRnalやdestructionやofやtheやpalace╆やSeveralやsourcesやareや
suggested for the TSJs, some of which are inscribed with Linear B: Kythera, the eastern Aegean 
〉perhapsやKos《╇やKontopigadoまAlimosやinやAmica╇やCorinthやandやseveralやotherやmainlandやsources╇やasや
yetやunidentiRed╆やItやisやsuggestedやthatやaやlargeやgroupやofやTSJsやwithやshapeやandやdecorationやderivedや
from central Cretan types were produced in the vicinity of the Argive Plain. Two thirds of the 
TSJs, however, come from Crete. With the exception of one from the Vrokastro area of east 
Crete, these are evenly derived from the Chania plain and the western edge of the Mesara plain 
in central Crete, where the Minoan centres of Kommos, Phaistos and Ayia Triada are located. 
We discuss the implications of all this for our understanding of the economy and society of 
Crete after the destruction of the palace of Knossos, and for the relationship between Crete and 
the Mycenaean palatial centres in the Argolid.

Introduction: objects and commodity movement

The bodies of evidence for the movement of raw materials and commodities in the 
Mycenaean world are many and varied. While it is often lamented that the Linear B 
archives do not concern themselves with trade and exchange between elites as, for 
example, seen in the royal correspondence of the Amarna tablets from Egypt, the 
importance of the production of metalwork, textiles, furniture and other value-added 
goods to the Mycenaean palaces is clear. 
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Analytical approaches to Late Bronze Age (LBA) material culture in the Aegean 
oTerやtheやpotentialやtoやbreakやawayやfromやexpectationsやandやperhapsやtoやsurpriseやourselvesや
withや resultsや thatやalterやourやperspective╈やaや 】bomomまup‒やapproach╆やAやgoodやexampleや isや
recentや researchや onや theや productionや andや consumptionや ofやMycenaeanや pomeryや inや theや
Saronic Gulf (Gilstrap 2014; Gilstrap et al. 2016). That said, although early work 
concentratedやonやtheやoriginsやofやmetalsやandやRneやwareやceramics╇やitやstillやallowedやKnappや
and Cherry (1991) to argue that the movement of goods at this time was characterised 
byやvariousやformsやofやexchange╇やfromやstateまdirectedやtoやtheや】tramping‒やofやmerchantsやfromや
port to port. This examination of the nature of movement forms a focus of this paper.

Almost all accounts of the movement of objects or organic commodities in the 
Mycenaean world mention Transport Stirrup Jars (TSJs). Their exalted status results 
from a variety of properties. Not least of these are their status as a bulk container, 
their appearance across wide areas of the eastern Mediterranean and�at least in the 
Aegeanめtheや factや thatやaやproportionやofや themやhaveやpreまRring╇やpaintedや inscriptionsや inや
the Linear B script. It must be noted, however, that inscribed TSJs (ITSJs) are very 
rareや beyondや theやAegeanや 〉Ederや╄や Jungや ｲｰｱｵ╈や ｱｱｵ╇や Rg╆や ｱ《╆や Theirや statusや asや bearersや ofや
script links them to the accountancy system of Linear B: the recording in clay of 
obligations, labour, crafting, the control of aspects of agricultural production, feasting 
and religious observance. In fact, Linear B even records some goods with a stirrup jar 
ideogram (Haskell et al. 2011: 5). In the case of shipwrecks, the homogeneity of the TSJ 
cargo on the Point Iria vessel (Day 1999) stands in contrast to the sheer variety of the 
same vessels on the Uluburun wreck (Day 2011: 78), whose Cypro-Minoan signs were 
incised in a phase of re-use. In other words, even a single category of material suggests 
multiple layers in the nature of transactions.

Initial analytical work on inscribed TSJs from the Mycenaean citadel of Tiryns 
(Catling et al. 1980) suggested a special relationship of this Argolid harbour site with 
theやportやofやChaniaやinやwestやCrete╆やTheやpomeryやsampledやshowedやanやalmostやexclusiveや
presenceやofやpomeryやforやwhichやOpticalやEmissionやSpectrometryや〉OES《やindicatedやaやwestや
Cretanやoriginや〉aやfewやwereやidentiRedやasやlocallyやmadeめCatlingやet al. 1980: 76, 79, table 
11, 93; Haskell et al. 2011: table 27). While the vessels themselves were not subjected 
to petrographic analysis, in the project as whole petrography and chemistry almost 
always agreed on ascribing provenance to Chania.

With recent studies of substantial Mycenaean deposits at Tiryns (Stockhammer 
ｲｰｰｸ╉やKardamakiやｲｰｱｳ《やandやcontinuingやexcavationsやinやtheやLowerやTownやbyやMaranやandや
Papadimitriou, it was considered an opportune moment to carry out a targeted study 
of the TSJs from this major Mycenaean site, in a manner similar to that carried out in 
CreteやatやKommosや〉Dayやet al. 2011). The study includes Canaanite jars as well as TSJs, 
although the analytical results of the former will be discussed elsewhere. 

It is suggested that the large number of TSJs analysed here were manufactured 
in a variety of locations: in Crete, on the Greek mainland and in the Aegean islands 
(Fig. 1《╆やThisやmovementやofやpomeryやcontainersやsuggestsやtheやexistenceやofやaやwidespreadや
distributionやofやtheやjars‒やliquidやcommodities╇やsomeやfarやfromやtheやcontrolやofやpalatialやelites╇や
at least in some areas exporting the jars. We argue below that the provenance of the 
TSJs originating in Crete provides food for thought about the nature of shipments, 
the structure of administration and production on the island at this time, and the 
relationship between Crete and the Mycenaean world, especially the Argolid.

Oneやofやtheseやproducingやcentres╇やChania╇やhasやbeenやdiscussedやextensively╇やnotablyや
in relation to Tiryns. Here, however, we discuss another major Cretan source of the 
jars in Late Helladic (LH) IIIB2 (second half of 13th century BC) contexts at Tiryns: 
theやcoastalやareaやofやtheやwesternやMesara╇やaroundやAghiaやTriada╇やKommosやandやPhaistosや
(Shaw & Shaw 1985).

Elina Kardamaki, Peter M. Day, Marta Tenconi, Joseph Maran and Alkestis Papadimitriou
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Tiryns: citadel of a harbour town

The citadel of Tiryns near the coast of the Argolid Gulf has been labelled the Versailles 
of the Argolid, on account of its major rebuilding programs (Lauter 1987). It witnessed 
greatやprosperityやandやtheやimpressionやofやaやSourishingやLBAやAegeanやcentreやisやbasedやonや
evidence of close interaction and exchange with the eastern Mediterranean and Crete 
that seem to reach a peak during the 13th century BC (Maran 2004: 11�30). 

To explore these contacts further, in 2013 we initiated a new research project 
focusing on Maritime Transport Containers (MTCs) and some other related ceramics 
which, due to their distinct fabric and typology, were assumed to have been imported 
toや Tirynsや inや theや Rnalや palatialや periodや 〉LHや IIIBｲ《や 〉Table 1《╆や Theや objectsや identiRedや
have been evaluated according to shape, decoration and macroscopic fabric, with 
a representative sampled analysed by thin section petrography in order to identify 
aspects of raw material choice and manipulation and, where possible, to suggest 
provenance. Neutron Activation Analysis has also been carried out but will be 
discussedやelsewhere╇やinやtheやRnalやpublicationやofやtheやproject╆

ThisやprojectやoTersやimportantやnewやinformation╇やnotやleastやbecauseやimportedやpomery╇や
especially that from Crete, is often considered to be a short-term phenomenon. Yet 
it is becoming clear that the exchange of such material continued even into the early 
Post-palatial periods (Late Helladic IIIC) (Table 1) (Maran 2005). This study links 
analyticalやsamplesやtoやaやquantitativeやmacroscopicやstudyやofやtransportやjarsやandやemploysや
petrographic analyses to accompany chemical investigations of the inscribed and 
uninscribed TSJs from the site. 

Context: the new evidence at Tiryns

Duringやtheやcourseやofや thisやproject╇やapproximatelyやｴｰｰやpomeryやvesselsやandやfragmentsや

9. Transport stirrup jars in Late Mycenaean Tiryns

Figure 1. Map with all sites mentioned in the text
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have been recorded. These derive from both the upper and lower citadel and in some 
cases from the northwestern lower town. Their chronological span ranges from LH 
IIIBｱむLHやIIICやDeveloped╇やbutやtheやbulkやofやtheやmaterialやdatesやtoやLHやIIIBｲ╆やOneやofやtheや
most crucial contexts, however, derives from recently excavated material in the area 
ofやtheやWesternやStaircaseやofやtheやupperやcitadelや〉Kardamakiやｲｰｱｵ╈やｸｰむｸｴ《╆やOnやtheやnorthernや
part of the staircase terrace, debris originating from the LH IIIB2 destruction of the 
palaceやwasやdumpedやtogetherやwithやmanyやfrescoやfragmentsや inや 】Zoneやｲ‒や 〉Maranやｲｰｱｲ╈や
ｱｵｲむｱｵｸ╉やKardamakiやｲｰｱｵ╈やｸｰ╇やRg╆やｱ╉やMaranやet al. 2015: 90�116). A smaller dump with 
LH IIIB2 destruction debris was recovered in 1998 in the southern part of the Western 
Staircase. In both contexts numerous fragments of Cretan TSJs came to light, several 
fully restorable, some of them inscribed. Also included in the project is the group of 
ITSJs discovered on the staircase and the upper citadel, some of which have been 
alreadyやanalysedやbyやchemistryや〉OES╇やAASや》AtomicやAbsorptionやSpectroscopy『《やbutやnotや
by thin section petrography (Raison 1968; Sacconi 1974; Catling et al. 1980: 49�53, 60�
ｶｱ《╆やTheやRndやspotsやofやtheやTSJsやfromやtheやUpperやCitadelやandやespeciallyやfromやtheやdumpsや
in the western staircase and the area outside the west wall known as the Epichosis of 
Verdelis provide evidence for the existence of probably more than one storage area for 
transport containers, inside a controlled and secured room within the core area of the 
palace. This stands in contrast to the situation at Mycenae during LH IIIA2 and LH 
IIIB1, where the storerooms for TSJs were mainly outside the Citadel (Maran 2005). 

Cretan MTCs and their imitation

There are essentially two types of Cretan MTCs in the Bronze Age. The most long-
livedやandやperhapsやleastやdiscussedやisやtheやovalまmouthedやamphora╇やwhichやRndsやcurrencyや
in the Neopalatial period and has been highlighted as a common import in harbour 
sites╇やreSectingやtheやcoastalやintraまislandやmovementやofやgoodsや〉Dayやｱｹｹｱ╉やseeやalsoやKnappや
╄やDemestichaやｲｰｱｶ╉やPramやｲｰｱｶ《╆やRareやversionsやofやthisやshape╇やwithやaやhighやandやnarrowや
neck, are found at the end of the Bronze Age in Late Minoan (LM) IIIB contexts at 
Knossosやandやelsewhereや〉Hoodや╄やDeやJongやｱｹｵｸむｱｹｵｹ╈やｱｸｶ╇やｱｸｹ╇やRg╆やｵ╆ｳ╇やtableやｴｵf╇やleft《や
andやareやlinkedやtoやtheやtwoやexamplesやfoundやatやTirynsや〉Kardamakiやｲｰｱｵ╈やｸｸ╇やRg╆やｶ╆ｲ《╆

Theや classicや shapeや asや aや specialistや container╇や however╇や isや theや cりarseや TSJ╇や whichや
emerges in LM I (17th century BC) (Haskell et al. 2011: 9�22; Haskell, this volume). 
AlthoughやveryやmuchやaやCretanや shapeやatやRrstや 〉theや jarsやareや foundやoutsideやCreteやonlyや
at Akrotiri, Thera), they develop in the LM III period into a widely imitated form 

Elina Kardamaki, Peter M. Day, Marta Tenconi, Joseph Maran and Alkestis Papadimitriou

Greek mainland/

Crete

Dates BC

(after Cline 2010)

Greek mainland Crete

LH IIIB/LM IIIB 1330/15�1200 LH IIIB1 LM IIIB1

LH IIIB2 LM IIIB2

LH IIIC/LM IIIC 1200/1190�1075/1050 LH IIIC Early LM IIIC Early

LH IIIC Developed

LH IIIC Advanced LM IIIC Late

LH IIIC Late Subminoan I

Table 1. Chronological guide to the Late Helladic(LH)/Late Minoan (LM) IIIB�LH/LM IIIC periods. 
The sequence of LM IIIC is based on D�Agata 2007: 101, table 3
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that comprises part of the common set of MTCs within the eastern Mediterranean, 
alongside Canaanite jars and Cypriot pithoiや〉seeやalsoやKnappや╄やDemestichaやｲｰｱｶ《╆

By LH/LM IIIA2 (mid- and late 14th century BC), they are widespread, having 
beenやimitatedやwithやaやvarietyやofやsurfaceやRnishesやinやtheやAegeanやandやbeyond╆やDiTerentや
production centres have their own versions. For example, Mycenaean Peloponnesian 
jarsや tendや toや haveや Rneや clay╇や andや areや moreや globularや andや dominantlyや darkまonまlightや
painted╉や lightまonまdarkやdecorationや isや commonや atやChaniaや onやCreteや andやKythera╇や yetや
absent in central Crete. Central Crete seems to be the only area that has double-deep 
wavyやlineやmotifs╇やwhileやtheやRneまwareやTSJsやinやtheやnewlyやdiscoveredやLHやIIIBのLHやIIICや
Earlyや pomeryや productionや centreや ofや Kontopigadoや inやAmicaや haveや bothや darkまonまlightや
versionsやandやothersやwithやanやallまoverやpaintやthatやRresやredのblack╆やInやotherやwords╇やasやwithや
many types of MTC, these vessels reveal a general, familiar design, but have their own 
local versions. 

Transport Stirrup Jars and ceramic analysis
 
TSJsやhaveやlongやamractedやinterestやasやaやmoreやobviousやtestimonyやtoやtheやtransportationやofや
liquidやgoodsやinやtheやMinoanやandやMycenaeanやworlds╇やespeciallyやasやsomeやboreやLinearや
Bやinscriptions╇やpaintedやbeforeやRring╆やWhile╇やrarely╇やtheseやvesselsやhostやCyproまMinoanや
signs╇や incisedや onや theや handlesや afterや Rringや 〉e╆g╆や theや Uluburunや wreckめHirschfeldや
ｱｹｹｲ《╇や theや preまRredや Linearや Bや specimensや suggestや thatや theや informationや recordedや orや
communicated on these containers formed part of a carefully regulated movement of 
commodities, perhaps linked to palatial oversight in a redistributive economy, or to 
directed trade between members of Late Bronze Age elites.

This, together with the suspicion that these jars were travelling long distances, 
andやcertainlyやbetweenやwhatやweやcharacteriseやasやtheや】Minoan‒やandや】Mycenaean‒やworlds╇や
meantや thatや theやoriginsやofや theや jarsやbecameやaやprimaryや targetやofや theやemergingやReldやofや
pomeryやprovenanceやstudiesやinやtheやearlyやｱｹｶｰsや〉Catlingやet al. 1980). To a certain extent, 
the analysis of the TSJs has mirrored the growing pains of ceramic analysis: for over 
ｳｰやyearsやitやwasやdominatedやbyやdevelopingやtechniquesやofやchemicalやanalysis╇やlaterやtoやbeや
incorporated into a growing acceptance of the potential of thin section petrography 
to provide more detailed information about the source of these coarse-ware vessels. 
With certain exceptions (Day et al. 2011), this history of analysis, recently summarised 
in Haskell et al╆や〉ｲｰｱｱ╈やｲｳむｲｸ《╇やwasやstronglyやaTectedやbyやtheやrationaleやofやitsやsamplingや
strategy, even when incorporating petrography. 

Sampling involved what we might characterise as four main problems: (1) the 
lackや ofやmacroscopicや fabricや criteria╇や 〉ｲ《や theや targetedや samplingやofや speciRcや 】canonical‒や
TJSやshapes╇や〉ｳ《やtheやlackやofやsuitableやcomparativeやmaterialやandや〉ｴ《やtheやfrequentやlackやofや
contextualisationやofやtheやjarsやwithinやtheirやsitesやofやexcavation╆やTakingやtheseやinやturn╇やRrst╇や
it is only in the last 20 years that the macroscopic study of ceramic fabrics has become 
widespreadや withinや theやAegean╇や withや growingや conRdenceや inや theや potentialや ofや suchや
observations. Furthermore, while detailed typologies of TSJs (Haskell 1985) suggested 
regionalやvariationやinやtheやformやandやsurfaceやRnish╇やnotablyやinやCrete╇やtheやconcentrationや
ofやwhatやweやmightやclassやasや】canonical‒やTSJやformsや〉FSやｱｶｴ《やservedやtoやfocusやsamplingやonや
aやmoreやrestrictedやrangeやofやvessels╆やMoreやglobularやforms╇やoftenやinやaやRnerやfabric╇やthatや
Haskell suggested might comprise mainland Mycenaean products, at times received 
lessやamentionや〉Haskellやｲｰｱｱ╈やｲｱむｲｲ╇やｱｲｲ《╆やInやturn╇やthisやledやtoやtheやthirdやproblem╇やtheやlackやofや
suitableやcomparativeやmaterial╆やAsやanやexample╇やRiley‒sや〉ｱｹｸｱ《やperceptiveやpetrographicや
studyやofやTSJsやfromやMycenae╇やandやevenやDay‒sや〉ｱｹｹｵ《やreまstudyやofやthatやmaterial╇やwereや
hampered by a lack of analytical comparatives, other than source material in Crete. 

9. Transport stirrup jars in Late Mycenaean Tiryns
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DayやandやHaskell‒sや〉ｱｹｹｵ《やstudyやofやThebanやjarsやalsoやreliedやonやleftまoverやchipsやofやsamplesや
taken for chemistry, and the lack of detailed knowledge of normal local coarse-ware 
fabricsやforやtheやsiteやmadeやinterpretationやofやfabricsやdiUcult╇やbeyondやthoseやwellやknownや
as west or central Cretan fabrics. Lastly, in some cases, the deposits sampled were 
notや fullyや contextualisedや withinや theirや hostや sites╇や perhapsや withや speciRcや storeroomsや
represented╇や atや theや expenseや ofや aや siteまwideや understanding╆や Theや lamerや restrictionや isや
relevant to the present study, as indeed is the commonly accepted date for some of 
these deposits.

With these provisos concerning previous work, the Tiryns study was designed to 
look afresh at a major Mycenaean site within the context of recent detailed analyses 
ofや Bronzeや Ageや pomeryや inや theや northeastや Peloponneseや andや Amica╆や Whileや detailedや
petrographicやstudyやofやLBAやRneまやandやcoarseまwareやfabricsやatやtheやsiteやisやstillやinやprogress╇や
a study of transport jars was considered timely, given the appearance at Tiryns of both 
TSJs and Canaanite jars, which comprised two of the four jar types in the informative 
studyやofやtransportやjarsやfromやLMやIむLMやIIIBｱやcontextsやfromやKommos╇やCreteや〉Dayやet al. 
2011).

Another project provided additional information that was incorporated in the 
presentやstudy╇やnamelyやtheやanalysedやpomeryやfromやtheやacropolisやoverlookingやtheやharbourや
atやKanakiaやonやSalaminaや〉Marabeaやｲｰｱｲ《やandやotherやsitesやinやtheやSaronicやGulfや〉Gilstrapや
2014; Gilstrap et al╆や ｲｰｱｶ《╇や asやwellやasや theやpomeryやproductionやcentreやofやKontopigadoや
inやAmicaや〉Kazaやet al. 2011). Essentially, these studies stressed the rare occurrence of 
theseやcontainersやinやAmicaやandやSalamisやandやonlyやservedやtoやaccentuateやtheやremarkableや
presence of transport jars at some of the major palatial centres of the Greek mainland: 
Thebes, Mycenae and Tiryns (Haskell et al. 2011). This fact alone makes the presence 
of the TSJ with the inscription of wanakateroや〉】houseやofやtheやking‒《やfromやEleusisやsuchやaや
remarkableやRndやinやAmicaや〉Petrakisやｲｰｱｴ《╆や

The Chania connection: comparison with previous analyses at Tiryns

Previous analytical work at Tiryns has stressed the numbers of west Cretan ITSJs 
present. The consistency in chemical analysis is mirrored in thin section and it has 
been argued that relative levels of Ca content (which previously led to this group 
beingやsplitやbetweenやぼやandやぽやsubまgroups《╇やreSectedやbyやtheやvariableやpresenceやofやmicriticや
calcite and occasional microfossils, might be due to clay mixing (Haskell et al. 2011: 
82). In the present study, the west Cretan material is also prominent and consistent. 
However, instead of being, with one exception, the only source of TSJs represented 
atやTiryns╇や itや isやasや frequentやasやcentralやCretanやTSJs╆やWhatやmakesや theseやcentralやCretanや
vessels stand out is their petrographic homogeneity, deriving from one source in that 
region (discussed further below).

TheやotherやmainやpetrographicやTSJや fabricsや identiRedや inや thisやstudyや includeやpomeryや
fromやGourniaのVrokastroやonやCrete╇やtheやeasternやAegeanめperhapsやKosや〉Fig. 2《╇やKytheraや
(Fig. 3《╇やKontopigadoまAlimosや〉Fig. 4) and a range of distinctive but non-Cretan, coarse-
ware fabrics, probably from mainland centres, including Corinth (Fig. 5). Amongst 
these is a fabric with mudstone breccia (Fig. 6), which is familiar from the Neolithic 
to Early Helladic (EH) periods at Tiryns and Midea. While mudstone is also found in 
pomeryやfromやNemeaやandやCorinth╇やtheやprevalenceやofやthisやfabricやfromやanやearlyやdateやinやtheや
eastern part of the Argive plain, along with characteristic inclusions accompanying it, 
suggests they are produced near Tiryns. They represent the use of a well-known type 
(decoration and shape) of TSJ, which had its origin in central Crete, but was adopted 
as an immediately recognisable MTC that had currency throughout the Aegean world 

Elina Kardamaki, Peter M. Day, Marta Tenconi, Joseph Maran and Alkestis Papadimitriou
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9. Transport stirrup jars in Late Mycenaean Tiryns

Figure 2. Photomicrograph illustrating 
volcanic fabric thought to be from Kos, sample 
T100, XP

Figure 3. Photomicrograph illustrating 
metamorphic fabric from Kythera, sample T63 
XP

Figureや ｴ╆や Photomicrographや illustratingや Rne╇や
micaceous fabric from Kontopigado-Alimos, 
sample T102 XP

Figure 5. Photomicrograph illustrating 
characteristic fabric with mudstone from 
Corinth, sample T74 XP

Figure 7. Photomicrograph illustrating 
characteristic fabric derived from the western 
Mesara, Crete, sample T11 XP

Figure 6: Photomicrograph illustrating 
characteristic fabric with mudstone breccia, 
thought to be from dast Argive Plain, sample 
T04 XP
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and, indeed, beyond. It is noticeable that, just as with Canaanite jars, the TSJs varied 
regionally╇やwithやdiachronicやchangesやinやtheirやdistributionやpamerns╆

Polarised production: diachronic change in Cretan TSJ sources 

Thinやsectionやpetrographyやprovidesやevidenceや forや theやconRdentや separationやofや centralや
Cretan fabrics, sometimes also their place of manufacture, and is now concentrated 
onやdiscriminatingやspeciRcやsourcesやwithinやpreviouslyやbroadやprovenanceやareas╆やWhatやisや
striking in the case of this region is the variation in numbers of fabrics in circulation 
at any one time.

As related in recent studies (Day et al. 2011; Haskell et al. 2011), those fabrics 
ascribedや aや provenanceや inや centralや Creteや datingや toや LMや IIIAむBｱや areや quiteや varied╇や
suggestingやdiTerentやsources╇やsomeやknown╇やsuchやasやsandまtemperedやvesselsやfromやtheや
western Mesara (Haskell et al. 2011: 58�60, Groups 9, 11), others well characterised but 
still of uncertain origin within central Crete (e.g. Haskell et al. 2011: 52�54, Group 8).

In stark contrast, the central Cretan vessels analysed from LH IIIB2 Tiryns present 
evidence of only one source, a sand-tempered fabric that is characteristic of the 
western extreme of the Mesara Plain (Fig. 7). They come from one restricted area, the 
coastやofやtheやwesternやMesara╇やmatchingやpomeryやfoundやinやlargeやquantitiesやatやtheやsitesやofや
AghiaやTriada╇やKommosやandやPhaistosや〉BuxedaやIやGarrigosやet al. 2001; Shaw et al. 2001; 
BelRoreやet al. 2007; Mentesana et al. 2015). The remainder of this paper considers the 
implicationsやofやthisやRnding╆や

The provenance of the TSJs at Tiryns

AlmostやallやtheやidentiRedやimportsやatやTirynsやareやlargeやclosedやvessels╇やusedやasやtransportや
containers; other imports, such as small drinking vessels, are rare. By far the most 
frequentlyや identiRedやshapeやbelongsや toや coarseまwareやTSJsや 〉ｲｶｴやpieces《╆やMostやofや themや
belong to the large type (FS 164), whereas medium and small sized coarse stirrup jars 
areやinfrequentや〉seeやalsoやMaranやｲｰｰｵ《╆やTheやdepositsやweやexamined╇やtherefore╇やprobablyや
includeやmaterialやfromやspeciRcやstorageやareasやofやtheやUpperやCitadelやandやpalace╆

Approximatelyや oneや thirdや ofや theや identiRedや coarseや TSJsや haveや beenや sampledや 〉ｹｲや
outやofやｲｶｴやtotal《╆やOnやtheやgroundsやofやmacroscopicやfabricやandやtypology╇やimportsやfromや
Chania in west Crete are dominant but imports from the western Mesara occur also 
in large numbers at Tiryns (from the total of 264 fragments and vessels, 97 vessels/
fragments come from west Crete and 62 vessels/fragments from the western Mesara). 
The high number of western Mesara products in Tiryns is of particular interest for 
several reasons. First, the import of TSJs from west Crete was considered to have 
dominated those from central Crete, and previous analyses from Tiryns suggested 
that the majority of TSJs was manufactured in Chania (Haskell 1999: 341; Haskell et 
al. 2011). Secondly, most TSJs from the western Mesara have been discovered in LH 
IIIBｲやcontextsやatやTiryns╆やHowever╇やtheやevidenceやfromやKommos╇やtheやharbourやtownやofや
the western Mesara where large amounts of transport containers have been excavated, 
suggests that the peak of TSJs came during LM IIIA2 and LM IIIB1 (Watrous 1992; 
Rumerやｲｰｰｵ╉やDayやet al. 2011: 512). 

The western Mesara as a central Cretan source at Tiryns

The fabric of these south-central Cretan TSJs from Tiryns matches perfectly with that 
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identiRedやinやpreviousやstudiesや〉Dayやet al. 2011, Fabric A; Haskell et al. 2011: Fabric 10). 
Macroscopically╇やtheやsamplesやofやthisやpetrographicやfabricやwereやclassiRedやinやaやnumberや
of subgroups which, however, all have dark-on-light decoration. 

Overall╇や theや majorityや ofや theや westernや Mesaraや piecesや comeや fromや theや LHや IIIBｲや
destruction deposit (Figs 8.1�7, 9.1, 3《╆や Oneや TSJや comesや fromや aや LHや IIIBむIIICや Earlyや
context (Fig. 9.2) and one piece was found within LH IIIC layers. Finally, the TSJs of 
westernやMesaraやprovenanceやtendやtoやbeやmoreやfrequentやinやtheやareaやofやtheやpalaceやinやtheや
upper citadel than in the lower citadel.

TheやcentralやCretanやTSJsやseemやtoやvaryやinやquality╆やOneやgroupやcontainsやvesselsやwithや
elaborateやdecoration╇やaやcarefulやRnishやandやaや thickやslip╇やsomeやwithやdeepやwavyやbandsや
characteristicやofやtheやregion╇やothersやcarefullyやRnishedやwithやmoreやelaborateやdecoration╆や
The vessels have a thick slip with traces of burnishing on their surface. Their red or 
dark brown paint is almost always lustrous. Certain of these macroscopic observations 
are characteristic of the Mesara, especially thick creamy slips and the visibility of the 
sand inclusions on the surface. 

In terms of shape and decoration, the majority of the sherds and vessels belonging 
toや theやwesternやMesaraやpetrographicやgroupやRndやgoodやparallelsや inやcentralやCreteやandや
moreやparticularlyやatやKommos╆やTheやbestやpreservedやTSJsやfromやTirynsやhaveやovoidやshapes╇や
tallやnecksやandやspouts╇やdisplayedやandやSatやbasesや〉seeやalsoやBenやShlomoやet al. 2011: 332, 
Rg╆やｲa╉やHaskellやet al. 2011). In many examples, there is a characteristic thickening at 
the join of the base section to the body, a product of having been thrown in sections. 

ThreeやdiTerentや sizesや haveや beenや identiRed╆や Largeや andやmediumまlargeや vesselsや areや
common whereas the small stirrup jar is so far represented by only one example (Fig. 
8. 6《╆やGoodやparallelsやforやlargeやandやmediumやlargeやvesselsやcomeやfromやKommosや〉Watrousや
1992: 193), but small, coarse stirrup jars are unusual elsewhere. Finally, the western 
Mesaraや TSJsや fromや Tirynsや Rtや wellや intoや Haskell‒sや Groupや B╇や whichや includesや bulgierや
vessels with a shorter neck as compared to the TSJs from Chania (Haskell et al. 2011: 
ｲｰ╇やRg╆やｲ╆ｲｸ《╆や

Almostや allやwesternやMesaraや vesselsや fromやTirynsや haveやpamernedやdecoration╆や Theや
piecesやwithやelaborateやdecorationやshowやSoralやmotifs╇やe╆g╆やpapyrus╇やarcsやandやsemicirclesや
(Figs 8.1, 9.1�2《╇やthusやreSectingやearlierやmaterialやdatedやtoやLMやIIIAｲやfromやKommosやandや
Knossosや〉Watrousやｱｹｹｲ╈やｸｷ╇やpl╆やｳｷ╆ｱｵｰｹ《╇やwhereやstirrupや jarsやandやotherやcoarseやvesselsや
carry such decoration (Watrous 1992: 43, pls 17.744; 25.1030; 33.1355; see also Ben 
Shlomo et al╆やｲｰｱｱ╈やｳｳｲ╇やRg╆やｲ╇やTAHやｲｳ《╆やOnやtheやmainland╇やsuchやdecorationやisやrareやatや
Mycenae, but it appears in Thebes (Haskell et al╆やｲｰｱｱ╈やRg╆やｱｶ╇やTHやｷｴ《╆やTheやremainingや
pieces have unusual decoration (Fig. 8.4) or wavy lines (Fig. 8.3, 7《╆やTheやlamerやtogetherや
withやsimpleやlinearやdecorationやisやtheやmostやfrequentやonやTSJsやfromやKommosやduringやLMや
IIIB (Watrous 1992: 135�136, 143; Haskell et al╆やｲｰｱｱ╈やｱｰ《╆やOneやvesselやfromやtheやEpichosis 
ofやVerdelisやhasやdoubleやdeepやwavyやbandsや〉Rumerやｲｰｰｶ╈やｵｴｵ╇やpl╆やｳ╆ｷｱ╇やｶｰのｱｴや》LMやIIIB『《や
and displayed octopus body (Fig. 8.2); it has parallels with TSJs from Thebes and 
Kommosや 〉Haskellやｲｰｱｱ╈やｱｷや illustrationやｲ╆ｲｱ╉やｲｰや illustrationやｲ╆ｲｸや 》groupやB『《╆や Itや isやnotや
clear whether a well preserved TSJ from the western staircase has curved stripes (cf. 
Watrousや ｱｹｹｲ╈や ｸｸ╇やpl╆や ｳｹ╆ｱｵｲｷや 》LMや IIIB『《や orや aやLinearやBまsignやbetweenや itsやdeepやwavyや
bands (Fig. 8.3).

Ofやparticularやinterest╇やhowever╇やisやtheやfragmentやwithやaやthickeningやonやitsやlowerやbodyや
thatやcanやbeやsecurelyやidentiRedやasやcomingやfromやaやwesternやMesaraやITSJ╉やitやwasやfoundやinや
a secure LH IIIB2 context in the western staircase (Fig. 8.5). The Linear B sign is set 
among deep wavy lines. ITSJs are much rarer in central Crete than Chania but there 
areやLMやIIIBやITSJsやfromやKnossosやandやMaliaや〉Driessenや╄やFarnouxやｱｹｹｱ╈やｷｱむｹｷ╉やDayや╄や
Jones 1991: 94�97; Haskell et al. 2011: 121; Driessen et al. 2015: 59�74), and it has to 
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Figure 8.1. TSJ from the Epichosis of Verdelis, 
Upper Citadel of Tiryns

Figure 8.2. TSJ from the Epichosis of Verdelis, 
Upper Citadel of Tiryns

Figure 8.3. TSJ from the Western Staircase, 
Upper Citadel of Tiryns

Figure 8.4. TSJ from the Western Staircase, 
Upper Citadel of Tiryns

Figure 8.5. TSJ from the Western Staircase, 
Upper Citadel of Tiryns

Figure 8.6. TSJ from the Epicosis of Verdelis, 
Upper Citadel of Tiryns

Figure 8.7. TSJ from the Lower Citadel of 
Tiryns (after Podzuweit 2007: table 92.6)
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be stressed that the majority of the ITSJs from Mycenae during LH IIIB1 derive from 
central Crete (Haskell et al. 2011: table 27). Notably, two ITSJs from Malia have been 
assigned to central Crete, one on the grounds of chemical analysis only (Day & Jones 
1991: ISJ2) and the other by thin section petrography (Driessen et al. 2015: 33, MA Z4). 
Moreover╇やtheやlamerやisやsuggestedやtoやbeやaやsouthまcentralやCretanやproductや〉butやnotやfromや
the western Mesara). This placement of a Linear B sign on the lower part of the body 
amongやwavyやlines╇やasやseenやonやtheやvesselやfromやTiryns╇やisやotherwiseやveryやrarelyやamested╇や
since the central Cretan ITSJs have signs mainly on the shoulder (Haskell 2011: 21; see 
also Haskell et al╆やｲｰｱｱ╈やRg╆やｱｳ╇やTHｲｵ╉やDriessenやet al╆やｲｰｱｵ╈やｳｹ╇やRg╆やｷ《╆やOnやtheやLMやIIIBや
EarlyやITSJやfromやMaliaや〉MAやZｴ《╇やascribedやbyやKnappemやtoやsouthまcentralやCrete╇やLinearや
B signs are painted on the shoulder, whereas the body of the vase is decorated with 
deep wavy lines (Driessen et al╆やｲｰｱｵ╈やｳｹ╇やRg╆やｹ╇やｴｰ╇やRg╆やｱｰ《╆やAやsimilarやarrangementやofや
Linear B signs among wavy lines, like that from Tiryns, has been observed also in 
Mideaや〉Demakopoulouやｲｰｰｹ╈やｲｵｷ╇やRg╆やｵま《やandやmayやreSectやaやlaterやdevelopment╆や

In this respect, the three ITSJs from Thebes (TH30�TH32) that date to LH IIIB1 and 
bear signs on the body of the vessel between the deep wavy bands, gain importance. 
These were thought to represent a closed group of ITSJs that bore illiterate inscriptions 
placedや atや anやunusualや partや ofや theや vesselや 〉cf╆や nowやKillenや ｲｰｱｱ╈や ｹｶ╇や Rg╆や ｸ╆ｱ╇や ｱｰｱ《╆や Theや
example analysed (TH Z867) is in the distinctive chert and serpentine fabric (Haskell 
et al╆やｲｰｱｱ╈やFabricやｸ《やthatやhasやbeenやassignedやtoやcentralやCrete╇やbutやisやdistinctlyやdiTerentや
from the western Mesara fabric (Haskell et al. 2011: Fabric 11). The new ITSJ from 
Tiryns (Fig. 8.5) further supports the existence of an independent inscribing tradition 
that was located in south-central Crete. Those who inscribed these vessels from south-
central Crete were marking them in a distinct way (between the deep wavy bands), 
separate from the inscription style in western Crete. 

The western Mesara TSJs in Tiryns: chronological and political implications

The new TSJ material from Tiryns assigned a western Mesaran provenance is of great 
importance as it reveals aspects of that region of Crete almost entirely unknown 
before. Most TSJs assigned to this area are found in LH IIIB2 contexts, considered as a 
period when exports from that region had ceased. Indeed, the western Mesara is the 
only central Cretan source determined for these later deposits.

9. Transport stirrup jars in Late Mycenaean Tiryns

Figure 9. TSJs from the Lower Citadel of Tiryns
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Amongst these TSJs, those with deep wavy lines have good parallels in LM IIIB2 
contextsや atやKommosや 〉Watrousや ｱｹｹｲ╉やRumerや ｲｰｰｶ╉やDayや et al╆や ｲｰｱｱ《╆やMoreやdiUcultや toや
interpretや areや theや TSJsや withや elaborateや decorationや thatや reSectや aや LMや IIIAｲむLMや IIIBｱや
tradition (Figs 8.1�2, 9.1�2). For the former, their early appearance may suggest that 
they are of earlier manufacture and circulated over a long period of time before their 
Rnalやdepositionや〉Haskellやｲｰｰｵ《╆やAnotherやpossibilityやisやthatやtheyやareやearlyやvesselsやthatや
were kept in Tiryns for a long time. This cannot be excluded, since some TSJs either 
appear in LH IIIB1 contexts or occur in secondary dumps (Fig. 8.1�2, 6), e.g. at the 
Epichosis of Verdelis (dump outside west wall of the Upper Citadel), which included 
alsoやearlierやLHやIIIAｲやandやLHやIIIBｱやmaterialや〉Voigtländerやｲｰｰｳ《╆やOneやargumentやagainstや
theや lamerや possibilityや hasや beenや putや forwardや forや theや TSJsや andや Cretanや shortまneckedや
amphora found in LH IIIC Early contexts of the Northwestern Lower Town (Maran 
ｲｰｰｵ╈やｴｲｲ╇やRg╆やｳ《╆やDueやtoやtheirやgoodやstateやofやpreservation╇やitやhasやbeenやarguedやthatやtheyや
could hardly have survived the destructions of LH IIIB2 intact (Stockhammer 2008: 
279). A similar situation with destructions and large-scale rebuilding took place in the 
mid-13th century BC (Podzuweit 2007), thus making the preservation of these vessels 
over a long period of time in Tiryns unlikely. Hence, the best explanation at present 
isやthatやtheやTSJsやwithやtheやSoralやmotifsやandやarcsやoccurringやinやtheやLHやIIIBｲやcontextsやofや
Tiryns were either (1) late products of the western Mesara workshops that imitated 
earlierやpomeryやtraditions╇やorやelseや〉ｲ《やtheyやreachedやTirynsやindirectlyやfromやCreteやafterや
being in use and circulation in other areas for a long period. In this respect, it has 
already been demonstrated that the TSJs from south-central Crete were exported on a 
large scale and were involved in long distance trade with the Aegean, the Levant and 
Cyprus (see Leonard 1994; Day 1999; Ben Shlomo et al. 2010).

The western Mesara in LM IIIB2

The case of the inscribed TSJ from the western Mesara (Fig. 8.5) also deserves close 
consideration, but is relevant to a more general discussion concerning the political 
situation during LM IIIB2, not only in the western Mesara but also more widely in 
Crete╆やAtや thisや junctureや itや isやworthやstressingや thatやaやplausibleやdiTerentiationやbetweenや
LMやIIIBｱやandやLMやIIIBｲやinやtermsやofやpomeryやsequenceやisやwellやfoundedやonlyやinやChaniaや
〉PålssonやHallagerやｲｰｰｳ╉やRumerやｲｰｰｶ《╆やThisやsituationやmayやinやfactやbeやpartやofやtheやproblemや
whenやamemptingやtoやreconstructやtheやpoliticalやmapやofやtheやisland╇やasやitやisやdiUcultやtoやassessや
with certainty the durability of the regional LM IIIB1 styles (Pålsson Hallager 2005) or, 
indeed╇やtheirやspeciRcityやtoやindividualやworkshops╆

The next problem is no less serious, as it is associated with the outstanding problem 
ofや theや chronologyや ofや theやLinearや Bや tabletsや fromやKnossos╆や Forや thoseやwhoや followや theや
highやchronologyやofやtheやKnossosやarchiveやandやtheやdestructionやofやtheやPalaceやinやLMやIIIAｲや
〉caやｱｳｵｰやBC《╇やtheやemergenceやofやpoliticalやentitiesやinやKommos╇やAyiaやTriadaやandやMaliaや
follow as a logical result. The monumental buildings in the western Mesara during 
LMやIIIAｲやandやtheやITSJsやinやMaliaやduringやLMやIIIBやEarlyやgainやadditionalやsigniRcanceやinや
this light. Privitera (2011: 271�272), who has recently discussed this, suggested that 
CasaやVAPやwasやprobablyやtheやhouseやofやaやcollectorやwithやcloseやrelationsやtoやtheやKnossianや
aristocracy╆やFromやanotherやviewpoint╇やBennetや 〉ｱｹｹｲ╈やｹｱ《やhasや identiRedやKommosやandや
AyiaやTriadaやasやsecondまorderやsitesやunderやtheやadministrationやofやKnossos╆やBecauseやofやtheや
large amount of west Cretan TSJs in Tiryns and Thebes, and the fact that the majority 
of ITSJs derive from west Crete, it has been long assumed that Chania had a distinctive 
administrative role in the collection and export of goods from Crete to the mainland 
during LH IIIB (Haskell 2005; Stockhammer 2008: 277). Such a contention might be 
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supported by the suggestion of a west Cretan origin of a clay stopper found in a LH 
IIIB1 TSJ from central Crete in Mycenae, but it would be ill advised to base such a 
complex interpretation on one chemical analysis of an object that is not a canonical 
vessel (Tomlinson & Day 1995: 317, table 32). 

WithやregardやtoやKommos╇やitやhasやbeenやsuggestedやthatやtheやharbourやtownやwasやunderや
directやKnossianやadministrationやduringやLHやIIむLHやIIIAｲや〉ｱｵthむｱｴthやcenturiesやBC《や〉Shawや
ｲｰｰｶ╈やｸｷｴ╉やTomlinsonや╄やRumerやｲｰｱｰ╈やｱｹｴ《╆やDuringやLMやIIIB╇やhowever╇やtheやsituationやisや
likelyやtoやhaveやchanged╆やGivenやtheやmajorやarchitecturalやrebuildingsやinやKommosやandやAyiaや
Triada, with new structures of an indigenous character without real predecessors in 
Minoan architecture, a Mycenaean elite may have been present in both centres during 
LMやIIIBｱ╇やinやaやregionやthatやkeptやatやleastやsomeやofやitsやlocalやculturalやtraitsや〉D‒Agataやｲｰｰｵ╈や
114; Burke 2005; Shaw 2006; 874; Privitera 2011: 263�267). Indeed it has been argued 
that╇やatや theや timeやofや itsやRnalやabandonmentやatや theやendやofやLMやIIIや 〉withoutやclearやsignsや
of destruction), Ayia Triada had emerged as a citadel (Hayden 1987; La Rosa 1997; 
Privitera 2011: 26).

ThatやKommosやhadやexternalやcontactsやwithやKytheraやandやtheやmainland╇やevenやupやtoやtheや
beginning of the 12th century BC, is well demonstrated by a LH IIIC mainland import, 
a small TSJ discovered in the latest layers of the site. Its exact origin is unknown but 
itや isやveryやprobablyやfromやtheやmainlandや〉Rumerやｲｰｰｵ╉やTomlinsonや╄やRumerやｲｰｱｰ╈やｲｱｷ《╆や
AnotherやdeepやbowlやfromやKommosやcomingやfromやtheやnortheastやPeloponneseやmayやalsoや
date to LH IIIB2. In addition, a pithosやfromやKytheraやfoundやatやtheやsameやsiteやandやsimilarや
pieces from Ayia Triada have been suggested to indicate the connection between 
KommosのAyiaやTriadaやandやKytheraのtheやsouthernやPeloponneseや〉Rumerやｲｰｰｵ╉やD‒Agataや
2005). In this respect it is interesting to note that a relatively large group of TSJs with 
lightやonやdarkやdecorationやfoundやinやLHやIIIBｲやlayersやfromやTirynsやoriginateやfromやKythera╆や

Theや identiRcationや ofや anや inscribedや TSJや fromや theや westernや Mesara╇や theや Rrstや ITSJや
assignedや petrographicallyや toや thisや region╇や couldや possiblyや reSectや shiftsや ofや powerや inや
central Crete and the existence of an autonomous administrative centre in the region 
of the western Mesara that interacted with the Mycenaean palace of Tiryns during LH 
IIIB2. In this respect it is worth noting that the LH IIIB2 TSJs found in a homogeneous 
shipment on the Point Iria wreck are from central Crete (Day 1999; Lolos 1999), while 
in Mycenae there are several TSJs from central Crete that appear within LH IIIB2 
contexts in the Citadel House area (Haskell et al. 2011: 130�131).

At the end of LM IIIB2, a reoccupation is observed both in Ayia Triada and Phaistos, 
the district referred to as paitoやinやtheやLinearやBやtabletsやofやKnossosや〉LaやRosaやｱｹｸｵ╈やｵｴｴ╉や
Bennetやｱｹｸｵ╈やｲｴｷ╉やｱｹｹｲ╈やｹｷ╉やPriviteraやｲｰｱｱ╈やｲｶｵ《╇やandやalsoやinやKommosや〉Borgnaやｲｰｰｳ╈やｳｱｶむ
322; Shaw 2006: table 5.1). As Phaistos seems not to have been occupied during LM 
IIIA2 and LM IIIB Early, Ayia Triada could have been the most important site of the 
paitoやdistrictや〉forやKommosやorやAyiaやTriadaやasやdawo, see Shaw 2006: 874; for Ayia Triada 
as dawo see Chadwick 1976: 52�54; Bennet 1985: 247; on the gradual abandonment 
of Ayia Triada in the course of LM IIIB see La Rosa 1997: 264�266; Cucuzza 1997: 
75). Hence the possibility cannot be ruled out that these sites once again established 
contacts with the Greek mainland even into the period that followed the destructions 
of the palaces, as a number of TSJs from Tiryns found within LH IIIC contexts (Maran 
2005) are of western Mesaran provenance.

Inscribed jars and the role of maritime shipments of TSJs

The fact that almost all TSJs from Tiryns derive from western Crete and the western 
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Mesaraやmayやindicateやthat╇やduringやtheやRnalやpalatialやperiod╇やAyiaやTriadaやandやPhaistos╇や
perhaps especially the former, represented (next to Chania) an autonomous polity 
that was in close interaction with the mainland and in particular with Tiryns. The 
new evidence from the inscribed TSJ could support this hypothesis. It also suggests 
that the practice of inscribing these commodities did not vanish after LH IIIB1 (contra 
Catling et al. 1980; Haskell 2005), but continued well into the 13th century BC, until the 
destruction of Tiryns at the end of LH IIIB2 and the collapse of the palatial system on 
the mainland. Indeed, Pakkanen (2014: 272�274) suggests a new dating of some ITSJs 
from Tiryns to LH IIIB2. 

Ofやcourse╇やsuchやdiscussionsやdependやonやwhatやisやprojectedやasやtheやreasonやforやinscribingや
these jars with information such as place names, personal names and collectors. The 
suggestions are many and varied. Driessen et al. (2015) suggest that ITSJs were ksenia, 
giftsやasやremindersやofやaやvisit╇やbutやthisやseemsやnotやtoやaccountやforやtheやvariationやinやpamernsやofや
distribution over space and time. Eder and Jung (2015: 117) have argued that ITSJs are 
inやessenceや】forgeryやproof‒やwithinやtheやframeやofやadministrativeやandやeconomicやprocessesや
at an interregional level; that may indeed be the case. Maran (2005) has suggested that 
theyやshouldやbeやviewedやasやoUcialやvesselsやidentifyingやtribute╇やsomethingやthatやhasやbeenや
discussedやatやlengthや〉Zurbachやｲｰｰｶ╉やvanやAlfenやｲｰｰｸ《╆やInやthisやcontext╇やDuhoux‒sや〉ｱｹｸｵ《や
suggestionやthatやtheやITSJsやreSectやgiftsやtoやMycenaeanやoUcialsやisやnotやincompatibleやwithや
Maran‒sやview╇やalthoughやitやseemsやmoreやlikelyやthatやtheやeTortやofやinscribingやinやthisやmannerや
was part of a carefully planned transaction of obligation. We prefer the interpretation 
that such vessels represent tribute to the palaces and, in this light, it is no surprise 
that this practice continued until the end of LH IIIB2. It also adds to the interesting 
point that such imported vessels in late contexts came only from the two major coastal 
centres of west and central Crete, Chania and the western Mesara.

Directed shipments after LH IIIB1: reconsidering the date of ITSJs and TSJs at 
Tiryns

We would argue not only that the shipment of TSJs and ITSJs from Chania did not 
decrease after LH IIIB1, but also that similar activities were undertaken in the western 
Mesara╆やOneやcrucialやaspectやofやthisやargumentやisやthatやtheやrecipientsやmayやhaveやchanged╇や
and that the role of Tiryns (according to the data published so far) as the dominant 
centreやreceivingやtheseやgoodsやwasやsigniRcant╆やOfやcourse╇やsimilarやTSJsやfromやlateやcontextsや
have been recovered from Midea (Demakopoulou 2009) and are currently being 
analysed as part of our analytical program.

In this respect, the contexts of the group of the ITSJs from the upper citadel of 
Tirynsや〉Raisonやｱｹｶｸ╉やSacconiやｱｹｷｴ《やareやhereやreまevaluated╆やThisやisやaやsigniRcantやgroup╇や
comprising more than 40 ITSJs. Moreover, on another ITSJ discovered directly outside 
the citadel, the inscription contains the word wanakateroや〉】houseやofやtheやking‒《や〉Sacconiや
1974). Together with the ITSJs from Thebes and Mycenae, these have been put forward 
as a homogenous group produced in Chania (Catling et al. 1980; Haskell et al. 2011; 
Jones 2011). Their presence was taken to highlight the dominant administrative role 
of western Crete during LM IIIB Early, which interacted closely with the Mycenaean 
palaces. Furthermore, the peak of the ITSJs was placed in LH IIIB1 (Catling et al. 1980: 
103; Zurbach 2006; Haskell et al╆やｲｰｱｱ╈やｱｱｹ╉やKillenやｲｰｱｱ╈やｱｰｷ╉やPetrakisやｲｰｱｴ╈やｲｰｷむｲｱｱ《やandや
wasやoftenやconnectedやwithやaやcentralやKnossianやadministrationや inやCreteや 〉Bennetやｱｹｸｵ╈や
ｲｴｸむｲｴｹ《╆やThisやpositionやwasやalsoやunderlinedやbyやtheやlargeやamountやofやRneやMycenaeanや
pomeryや importsや fromや theや mainlandや toや Chaniaや duringや theや earlyや ｱｳthや centuryや BCや
(Pålsson Hallager 2003, 2005: 278�284; 2011). A closer look at the contexts of the ITSJs 
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from Tiryns, however, does not permit their secure dating in LH IIIB1, the period 
during which this phenomenon supposedly reached a peak (Catling et al╆やｱｹｸｰ╉やKillenや
ｲｰｱｱ╈やｱｰｷ《╆やRather╇やtheirやRndやcontextsやwereやinやgeneralやlaterやinやLHやIIIB╆やMostやofやtheseや
vessels were discovered in the course of the early excavations and their exact location 
sometimesやrangedやbetweenやtwoやRndやspotsや〉Rodenwaldtやｱｹｱｲ╈やｳ╇やｶｷ╉やMüllerやｱｹｱｳ╈やｹｰ╉や
Raisonやｱｹｶｸ╈やｱｵｷ《╆やSeveralやwereやfoundやinやtheやRllやofやaやchamberやinやtheやsouthernやpartやofや
theやcitadelや〉】L‒《やtogetherやwithやfrescoやfragments╇やwhileやothersやwereやdiscoveredやinやtheや
fresco dump of the western staircase. Their early dating was based on the stylistic 
groundsやofや theや frescosやandやoftenやonやepigraphicやgrounds╇やperhapsやunjustiRablyや 〉seeや
also Catling et al. 1980).

Inやtheやcaseやofやtheやlocusや】L‒╇やRodenwaldtや〉ｱｹｱｲ╈やｳ《やassumedやthatやtheやfrescosやbelongedや
toやtheやearlyやstyleやofやtheやpalace╆やRecentやevaluationやofやtheやpomeryやfromやtheやremainingや
fresco dump from the western staircase (see above), however, assigned the frescos 
toやtheやRnalやphaseやofやtheやpalaceやandやtheやdatingやofやtheやpomeryやtoやLHやIIIBｲや〉Maranやet 
al╆やｲｰｱｵ╉やKardamakiやｲｰｱｳ╇やｲｰｱｵ《╆やThisやimportantやnewやevidenceやfromやTirynsやsuggestsや
that directly after the destruction of the palace at the end of LH IIIB2, large dumps 
resulting from cleaning activities were deposited around the upper citadel and outside 
the west wall in the course of rebuilding and levelling activities for the construction 
of the LH IIIC Early Building T at the location of the palatial Throne room (Maran 
ｲｰｱｲ╉やKardamakiやｲｰｱｳ《╆やTheやfrescoやdumpやdepositedやonやtheやwesternやstaircaseやinやwhichや
the new ITSJ and some of the old ITSJs were found is now securely dated in LH IIIB2 
(Maran et al. 2015). The same may be true for the second deposit in the southern 
part of the upper citadel which, according to the description, closely resembles the 
LHやIIIBｲやdumpsやrecoveredやelsewhereやonや theやupperやpalace╆やHence╇やatや leastや theやRndや
contexts of the ITSJs from Tiryns are not LH IIIB Early, or generally LH IIIB (Catling 
et al. 1980), as has been accepted so far, but LH IIIB2 Late (also Pakkanen 2014: 272�
ｲｷｴ《╆やAdditionalやevidenceやforやtheやshippingやofやITSJsやduringやLHやIIIBｲやisやoTeredやbyやtheや
material in Midea, where at least two such vases were discovered and are almost fully 
preservedや〉Walbergやｱｹｹｸ╈やpl╆やｸｷ╆ｶｵｰ╉やDemakopoulouやｲｰｰｹ╈やｲｵｷ╇やRg╆やｵみ《╇やwhileやoneやITSJや
with a Linear B sign dated to a LH IIIC Early context is known from Mycenae (Raison 
1968: MY Z713; French 2011: 485�486). 

Discussion

We hope to have shown that a structured study of LBA MTCs, in this case TSJs and 
Canaaniteや jars╇やwithinやanや integratedやanalyticalやprogram╇やoTersや soやmuchやmoreや thanや
theや tracingや ofや interconnectionsや betweenや diTerentや sitesや andや culturalや contexts╆や Itsや
implications here are argued to be substantial in terms of the relations between Crete 
and the Mycenaean world during LH IIIB2 and, indeed, for our understanding of the 
political and economic structure of Crete at that time.

To summarise our results: 66% of the 264 TSJs from Tiryns were found to 
originate from only two centres in Crete, Chania and the western end of the Mesara 
plain╇やroughlyやinやevenやproportionsやbetweenやtheやtwo╆やOnlyやoneやotherやCretanやTSJやwasや
identiRed╇やwhichやoriginatedやinやtheやGulfやofやMirabelloやinやeasternやCrete╆やAllやotherや jarsや
wereやascribedやaやprovenanceやinやtheやPeloponnese╇やAmica╇やKosや〉′《やandやKythera╆や

BothやChaniaやandやtheやwesternやMesaraやtriangleやofやKommosむAghiaやTriadaむPhaistosや
producedやTSJsやthatやwereやinscribedやpreまRringやinやLinearやB╆やInやaddition╇やitやisやimportantや
to note that the majority of the TSJs examined at Tiryns date to LH IIIB2, with only a 
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fewやofやlaterやdate╆やInやotherやwords╇やtheyやpostまdateやtheやdestructionやofやKnossos╇やwhateverや
theやtimingやpositedやforやthatやevent╆やTheやselectiveやimportやofやpomeryやfromやaやsingleやsourceや
in central Crete during this late period is especially notable, when one considers the 
existence of other central Cretan fabrics in TSJs of the preceding phases (Haskell et al. 
2011). 

In this respect, the shipment of the TSJs to the Greek mainland and the new evidence 
fromやTirynsやmayやevenやreSectやnewやpoliticalやandやsocialやformationsやafterやtheやdestructionや
ofやtheやpalaceやofやKnossosやandやaやnewやstrategyやbyやtheやMycenaeanやpalacesやconcerningやtheや
Cretan centres, which at that time may have been vassal states. This strategy may have 
involvedやtheやexploitationやofやspeciRcやregionsや〉westやandやsouthやcentralやCrete《╆やThereやisやaや
strong probability that wide distribution per se of the TSJs and ITSJs during LH IIIB is 
not accidental but coincides with the establishment of an administrative relationship 
betweenやtheやMycenaeanやpalacesやandやCreteやduringやthisやperiodや〉seeやalsoやPramやｲｰｱｶ《╆や

In this case, the date not only of the context but also of the production of the jars 
themselves is of importance. We have highlighted in detail aspects suggesting that 
the majority of these vessels are LH IIIB2 in date. There are a number of sources of 
evidenceやbeyondやtheやtypologicalやthatやargueやthisやpoint╆やTheやRrstやisやmentionedやinやtheや
preceding paragraph: the restriction to one source in the Tiryns material compares to 
multiple fabrics in central Crete in material dated to LM IIIA2�IIIB1 and stands in stark 
contrast to the evidence of the fabrics from the start of the LBA in that area. Secondly, 
we have suggested the re-dating of the very important group of the ITSJs from Tiryns, 
often considered to be LH IIIB1 and which have formed a key part of most arguments 
aboutやCretoまMycenaeanやrelations╆やThirdly╇やtheやjarやidentiRedやasやcomingやfromやtheやGulfや
ofやMirabelloやinやeastやCreteやisやidenticalやtoやoneやfoundやinやKontopigado╇やAlimosや〉Amica《や
in a LH IIIB�IIIC Early context and comprises a fabric which is chronologically very 
speciRcやtoやLMやIIIBやlateむIIICや〉Dalinghausやｱｹｹｹ《╆や

Finally╇やitやisやimportantやtoやconsiderやbrieSyやourやanalyticalやresultsやfromやanotherやaspectや
of this study, to be published elsewhere: the Canaanite jars from the same contexts. 
TheやrangeやofやfabricsやidentiRedやcontrastやwithやthoseやfromやLMやIIIAｲむIIIBｱやKommosや〉Dayや
et al. 2011), which notably included characteristic fabrics from the Syrian coast around 
Ugarit. These are absent in the Tiryns material and instead most examples derive from 
theやCarmelやcoastやandやpresentまdayやLebanon╆やThisやmayやreSectやsomethingやmoreやthanやanや
accidentalやcaseやandやmayやbeやlinkedやtoやtheやfamousやembargoやraisedやbyやtheやHimiteやkingsや
on the Assyrians that prohibited Ahhijawa ships from using the harbours of Amurru 
〉Kühneや╄やOmenやｱｹｷｱ╉やJungやｲｰｰｶ《やduringやtheやsecondやpartやofやtheやｱｳthやcenturyやBC╆やTheや
absence of fabrics from the region around Ugarit coincides with the appearance at 
Tiryns of jar fabrics from the Levantine coast that become common in the Iron Age 
(Gilboa et al. 2015), with production dominant around the city of Tyre.

Theや particularや identiRcationや ofや Kommos╇やAghiaや Triadaや orや Phaistosや asや aや centreや
sendingやtheseやjarsやmamersやlimle╆やNotやonlyやareやtheyやinやanalyticalやtermsやaやsingleやceramicや
resource area, but they also form components of the same regional structure. In 
other words, whether one puts emphasis on the LM IIIB2 deposits, which do exist 
atやKommos╇やisやirrelevant╆やWhatやisやclearやisやthatやinやthisやlateやphase╇やtheやwesternやMesara╇や
together with Chania, are the two key centres where shipments bound for the Argolid 
and the port town of Tiryns originated.

This reveals a new picture of the inter-Aegean relations and demonstrates that 
theやdecreaseや inや theや importや ofやmainlandやRneやwareやpomeryや toやCreteやdoesやnotや reSectや
an interruption in the connection between the two regions. Rather, perhaps we 
shouldや turnや toや otherやdevelopmentsや andやmoreや speciRcallyや toや theやdestructionや ofや theや
BerbatiやworkshopやinやMycenaeやthatやwasやproducingやRneやwaresやforやexportやinやtheやeasternや
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Mediterranean (Jung 2015). Chania continued to export to the mainland�and most 
speciRcallyや toや Tirynsめnotや onlyや TSJsや butや alsoや ITSJs╇や andや itやwasやmostや probablyや notや
the only centre that did so. ITSJs from the western Mesara are rarer than these from 
Chania, but together with the rest of the containers from that region they reveal the 
systematicやandやcontinuingやconnectionsやwithやtheやArgolidやduringやtheやRnalやphaseやofやtheや
Mycenaean palaces (for ITSJs from Chania in LM IIIB2 contexts, see Hallager 2003: 
274�275; 2011: 424). 

Conclusions

Weやwouldやdoやwellやtoやcontextualiseやtheseやpamernsやwithinやtheやmaritimeやmovementやofや
goods at this time between the central and eastern Mediterranean. Beyond their role 
in connections with the Mycenaean world, it is clear that the ports of Chania and 
theやcoastalやMesaraやwereやpivotalやtoやshipping╇やlinkingやregionsやasやfarやSungやasやSardiniaや
and the Levantine coast. Indeed, Mountjoy (2011) has emphasised the role that Crete 
playedやinやRneやwareやMycenaeanやstyleやpomeryやproductionやonやCyprusやatやthisやtime╆

ＡheやlargeやnumbersやofやCretanやjarsやfoundやatやTirynsや〉withやonlyやoneやexception《やcomeや
from two ports, both of which are situated near important centres of population 
and rich agricultural production. They are involved in a system that is overseen or 
recorded by the literate, planned administration of taxes/tribute to the palaces. They 
appear, in essence, to represent good evidence for directed shipments from Crete to 
TirynsやandやtheやotherやmajorやcentresやofやtheやArgolidやbeforeやtheやRnalやdestructionやofやtheや
palaces. The large number of the LH IIIB2 TSJs and ITSJs in Tiryns may underline 
furtherや theや signiRcantや roleやofや theや siteやduringや thatやperiod╇やnotやonlyやasやaやportやbutや inや
general as an economic and political centre. 

In terms of our interests in TSJs, this demonstrates that the appearance of the same 
shapeやinやdiTerentやlocationsやandやatやdiTerentやtimesやmayやhaveやveryやdiTerentやimplications╆や
ClearlyやtheやmovementやinやLHやIIIAむIIIBｱやofやjarsやfromやmanyやcentresやmightやreSectやmoreや
variedやmodesやofや exchange╉や equallyや theや reまusedやvesselsや originallyや fromやaやvarietyやofや
sourcesやonやboardやtheやUluburunやshipやisやveryやdiTerentやfromやtheやdirectedやpamernやweやseeや
in LH IIIB2 Tiryns.

With the social and political contexts of LH/LM IIIB2 Crete and the Greek mainland 
in mind, on the basis of this study and other evidence, we would suggest that Chania 
and the western Mesara served as two centres of power in Crete that formed part 
of the economic organisation related to the palaces in the Argolid and that existed 
until the end of LH IIIB2, when the Mainland palaces and their administrative system 
were destroyed. Amongst the myriad ways in which maritime ceramic containers can 
circulate, the evidence from LH IIIB2 Tiryns would seem to indicate directed, targeted 
shipments. This has important implications for the relationships and obligations 
between the two areas, perhaps materialised at least in part through the movement of 
commodities as tribute. 
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